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Abstract Many recent implementations of concurrent data structures relaxed their linearizability requirements for better performance and scalability. Quasi-linearizability, k-linearizability and regular-relaxed linearizability are three quantitative relaxation variants of linearizability that have been proposed as correctness
conditions of relaxed data structures, yet preserving the intuition of linearizability. Quasi-linearizability has
been proved undecidable. In this paper, we first show that k-linearizability is undecidable for a bounded number of processes, by reducing quasi-linearizability into it. We then show that regular-relaxed linearizability is
decidable for a bounded number of processes. We also find that the number of the states of a relaxed specification is exponential to the number of the states of the underlying specification automaton (representing its
relaxation strategy), and polynomial to the number of the states of the underlying quantitative sequential
specification and the number of operations.
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1

Introduction

Developing concurrent data structures often requires subtle synchronization mechanisms, e.g., nonblocking or fine-grained synchronization, to support for concurrency. Recent implementations even relaxed their correctness requirements for better performance and scalability [1–4]. Such relaxations often
make relaxed data structures error-prone and notoriously hard to verify.
Linearizability [5] is a well established correctness requirement of concurrent data structures, while the
correctness requirements of relaxed data structures have been far less studied. Quasi-linearizability [6] and
k-linearizability [7] are two relaxed variants of linearizability. They both relax sequential specifications in
a quantitative way, and relate concurrent data structures and their relaxed specifications with the standard notion of linearizability. Recently, we proposed the notion of regular-relaxed linearizability [8], i.e.,
linearizability with regular-relaxed specifications. Although it is essentially subsumed by k-linearizability,
it is expressive enough to cover many relaxed data structures in practice [1–4] and relaxed data structure examples in [6, 7]. More interestingly, regular-relaxed linearizability establishes a balance between
the expressiveness of k-linearizability and the complexity in verifying the correctness of relaxed data
structures.
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The problem of whether a concurrent data structure is linearizable with respect to its regular sequential specification is decidable for a bounded number of processes [9], but undecidable for a unbounded
number of processes [10]. Since linearizability can be regarded as a special case of quasi-linearizability, klinearizability and regular-relaxed linearizability, it is obvious that quasi-linearizability, k-linearizability
and regular-relaxed linearizability are also undecidable for an unbounded number of processes. In our
previous work [11], we have proved that quasi-linearizability is also undecidable for a bounded number of
processes. But the decidability problems of k-linearizablity and regular-relaxed linearizability remain open
for a bounded number of processes. In this regard, this paper has the following theoretical contributions.
(1) We prove that k-linearizability is undecidable for a bounded number of processes, i.e., the problem
of whether a concurrent data structure is k-linearizable with respect to a regular sequential specification
is undecidable for a bounded number of process.
(2) We prove that regular-relaxed linearizability is decidable for a bounded number of processes, i.e., for
a relaxed specification built upon a regular quantitative sequential specification, the problem of whether
a concurrent data structure is regular-relaxed linearizable with respect to the relaxed specification is
decidable for a bounded number of processes.
We show that a relaxed specification of quasi-linearizability is also a relaxed specification of k-linearizability. Therefore, the undecidability result of k-linearizability follows directly from that of quasilinearizability. Note that to generate a relaxed specification of k-linearizability, we need to first identify a
sequential specification as a labelled transition system (LTS), which is then completed and assigned with
transition costs. The resulting complete LTS is termed a quantitative sequential specification. Then, we
need to determine the costs of the traces of the resulting LTS by using a path cost function, and choose
all the traces that have cost no greater than k. Such cost functions characterize the relaxation strategies
of k-linearizability. In our proof, the quantitative sequential specification is obtained by identifying the
empty sequential specification as an LTS that has just one state with no transitions, and then completing
the LTS with self-loops, each labelled with an arbitrary operation and assigned with the same cost. Then,
we define a special filtering function that essentially chooses the traces of the resulting LTS that are in
the relaxed specification of quasi-linearizability. This proof indicates that by using a specific path cost
function, a relaxation process of k-linearizability may transform a regular sequential specification into a
relaxed specification that can be far more complex.
Regular-relaxed linearizability uses relaxation strategies that are simple enough to be represented as
finite automata (termed specification automata). A relaxed specification of regular-relaxed linearizability
is obtained by filtering a quantitative sequential specification with respect to a specification automaton.
To obtain the decidability result of regular-relaxed linearizability, we prove that a relaxation process of
regular-relaxed linearizability can only result in a regular relaxed specification from a regular quantitative
sequential specification. Then, this decidability result follows directly from [9]. This constitutes the first
positive decidability result for relaxed variants of linearizability. Hence, regular-relaxed linearizability
appears more suitable for verification in practice.
As for its complexity, we further show that a relaxed specification of regular-relaxed linearizability can
be represented by a deterministic finite automaton, of which the number of the states is exponential to
the number of the states of the underlying specification automaton and polynomial to the number of the
states of the underlying quantitative sequential specification and the number of operations. In [8], we
constructed specification automata for typical relaxed queues and stacks. These specification automata
are in a specific form. In this paper we show that for these specification automata, the corresponding
relaxed specifications can be represented by deterministic finite automata, of which the number of the
states is polynomial to the number of the states of the underlying quantitative sequential specification
and specification automaton, and to the number of operations.
Related work. Quasi-linearizability [6] was the first relaxation scheme for sequential specifications of
concurrent data structures. k-linearizabilty [7] may arguably cover more relaxed data structures than
quasi-linearizability, with more accurate relaxation processes. In our previous work [8] we proposed
regular-relaxed linearizabiltiy. As a preliminary attempt, verification tools have been adapted to model
checking quantitatively relaxed data structures [12, 13]. There are already several known results pub-
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lished on the decidability of linearizability and its relaxed variants [9–11, 14, 15]. Specially in a preceding
work [11], we proved that quasi-linearizability is undecidable for a bounded number of processes.

2

Notations and terminologies

In this section we introduce the basic notations and terminologies used throughout the paper, including
concurrent systems, their operational semantics and linearizability. We then introduce the definition and
decidability of quasi-linearizability.
For sequences l and l′ , let l · l′ denote their concatenation. Let l ↑Σ denote the projection of l onto
Σ. Let denote an item, of which the value is irrelevant, and ǫ denote the empty sequence. A labelled
transition system (LTS) is a tuple A = (Q, Σ, →, q0 ), where Q is a set of states, Σ is an alphabet of
transition labels, →⊆ Q × Σ × Q is a transition relation and q0 is the initial state. A path of A is a finite
α1
α2
αk
transition sequence q0 −→
q1 −→
· · · −→
qk with k > 0. A finite sequence t = α1 · α2 · . . . · αk with k > 0
αk
α1
α2
is a trace of A if there exists a path q0 −→
q1 −→
· · · −→
qk of A.
2.1

Concurrent system and operational semantics

A concurrent data structure encapsulates a collection of methods for accessing a possibly shared instance
of the concurrent data structure. A most general client program is a program that interacts with a
concurrent data structure, and aims to exhibit all the possible behaviors of the concurrent data structure.
Similar definitions of concurrent data structures and most general client programs can be found in [16].
The operational semantics of a concurrent data structure is typically defined in the context of a
concurrent system. A concurrent system for a concurrent data structure consists of a bounded number of
processes, each running the most general client program of the concurrent data structure on a separate
processor.
Given a concurrent data structure L = (XL , ML , DL , QL , →L ) and a positive integer n as the number
of processes, each process of a concurrent system acts according to the most general client program
(ML ,DL ,{qc },→mgc ). Then, the operational semantics is defined as an LTS JL, nKcs = (Conf cs , Σcs ,
→cs , InitConf cs ), where Conf cs , Σcs , →cs , InitConf cs are defined as follows.
Each configuration of Conf cs is a tuple (p, d), where
– p : {1, . . . , n} → {qc } ∪ QL represents control states of each process;
– d : XL → DL represents values at each memory location;
– InitConf cs = (pinit , InitVL ) is the initial configuration in Conf cs , where pinit (i) = qc for each process i
and InitV L : XL → DL is an initial valuation for memory locations.
Σcs is the set of transition actions including internal actions τ (i), read actions read(i, x, a), write
actions write(i, x, a), cas actions cas(i, x, a, b), call actions call(i, m, a), return actions return(i, m, a) for
1 6 i 6 n, x ∈ XL , a, b ∈ DL and m ∈ ML .
→cs ∈ Conf cs × Σcs × Conf cs is the least transition relation satisfying the transition rules shown in
Figure 1.
- Tau rule: A τ command only influences the control state of the current process.
- Read and Write rules: A read action takes the value of a memory location in memory, and a write
action changes the value of a memory location in memory directly.
- Cas-Success and Cas-Fail rules: A successful cas command changes the value of a memory location
in memory immediately, while a failed cas command fails to do so.
- Call and Return rules: Given a call(i, m, a) command, the current process starts to execute the initial
state is(m,a) of method m with value a. When the process comes to the final state fs(m,a) of method m
with return value a, it launches a return action and starts to execute the most general client program
again.
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τ

p(i) = q1 , q1 −
→L q2
τ (i)

Tau

(p, d)−−→cs (p[i : q2 ], d)
read(x,a)

p(i) = q1 , q1 −−−−−−→L q2 , d(x) = a
read(i,x,a)

Read

(p, d)−−−−−−−→cs (p[i : q2 ], d)
write(x,a)

p(i) = q1 , q1 −−−−−−→L q2

Write

write(i,x,a)

(p, d)−−−−−−−→cs (p[i : q2 ], d[x : a])
cas suc(x,a,b)

p(i) = q1 , q1 −−−−−−−−−→L q2 , d(x) = a
cas(i,x,a,b)

Cas-Success

(p, d)−−−−−−−→cs (p[i : q2 ], d[x : b])
cas fail(x,a,b)

p(i) = q1 , q1 −−−−−−−−→L q2 , d(x) 6= a
cas(i,x,a,b)

Cas-Fail

(p, d)−−−−−−−→cs (p[i : q2 ], d)
p(i) = qc , m ∈ ML , a ∈ DL
call(i,m,a)

Call

(p, d)−−−−−−−→cs (p[i : is(m,a) ], d)
p(i) = fs(m,a)
return(i,m,a)

Return

(p, d)−−−−−−−−→cs (p[i : qc ], d)
Figure 1

2.2

Transition rules of →cs .

Linearizability

Linearizability [5] is the de facto standard correctness condition for concurrent data structures. An execution of the concurrent system is modeled by a history, which is a finite sequence of call and return
actions. A call action call(i, m, a) happens when a method m is called by process i with argument a. A
return action happens when a called method m of process i returns a to the calling process.
Intuitively, a history is linearizable, if every method of the history takes effect instantaneously at some
point between the call and the return action of the method. Let us formally introduce the definition of
linearizability. A return action return(i1 , m1 , a1 ) matches a call action call(i2 , m2 , a2 ), if i1 = i2 ∧m1 = m2 .
Then, a history is sequential if it starts with a call action and each call (respectively, return) action is
immediately followed by a matching return (respectively, call) action unless it is the last action. A process
sub-history h|i is the history consisting of all and only the actions of process i of history h. Then, two
histories h1 and h2 are equivalent, if h1 |i = h2 |i for each process i. Let complete(h) be the maximal
subsequence of a history h consisting of all the matching call and return actions. An operation m(a, b)
represents that method m is called with argument a and returns value b. We say an operation e = m(a, b)
is in a history, if the history contains a pair consisting of a call action, inv(e) = call(i, m, a), and the next
matching return action, res(e) = return(i, m, b) for some process i.
An operation m(a, b) represents that method m is called with argument a and returns value b. A
(sequential) specification of a concurrent data structure is defined as a prefix-closed set of sequences over
{m(a, b)|m ∈ M, a, b ∈ D}. A history h is linearizable with respect to a sequential specification Spec, if
h can be extended to a history h0 by appending zero or more return actions, where there exists sequence
m1 (a1 , b1 ) · . . . · mu (au , bu ) ∈ Spec and processes i1 , . . . , iu , such that
- complete(h0 ) is equivalent to the sequential history h′ = call(i1 , m1 , a1 ) · return(i1 , m1 , b1 ) · . . . ·
call(iu , mu , au ) · return(iu , mu , bu ).
- For any operations e1 , e2 of h, if res(e1 ) precedes inv(e2 ) in h, then this also holds in h′ .
Let history(JL, nKcs ) be the set of histories of JL, nKcs . A concurrent data structure L is linearizable
with respect to a sequential specification Spec for n processes, if each history in history(JL, nKcs ) is. Our
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definition of sequential specification and linearizability complies with the definitions in [6,7] and essential
respect the definitions in [5].
Since JL, nKcs is finite-state, it is easy to see that history(JL, nKcs ) is a regular set. Alur et al. [9]
have proved that it is decidable whether a regular set of histories is linearizable with respect to a regular
sequential specification. Therefore, it is decidable whether a concurrent data structure is linearizable with
respect to a regular sequential specification, as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 1 (Decidability of linearizability [9]). Given a concurrent data structure L and a regular
sequential specification Spec, the problem of whether L is linearizable with respect to Spec for n processes
is decidable.
2.3

Definition and decidability of quasi-linearizability

Quasi-linearizability [6] is a quantitatively relaxed variant of linearizability. It relaxes the sequential
specification in a quantitative way and relates the concurrent data structure and relaxed specifications
with the standard notion of linearizability. The relaxation of quasi-linearizability is carried out in a
“syntactic” way [7] and is based on permutation.
Let us show the relaxation process of quasi-linearizability to sequential specifications. For each element
α in a sequence l, let l[α] denote its index. For two sequences l1 , l2 of operations, distance(l1 , l2 ) =
max{|l[α] − l[α]| |α is in l} is the distance between l1 and l2 . The relaxation of quasi-linearizability is
guided by a function Q : P → N called quasi-linearization factor, where P is a set containing subsets
of operations. The relaxed specifications Q-Spec(Spec) of quasi-linearizability, called Q-quasi-sequential
specification, is obtained from sequential specification Spec and quasi-linearization factor Q. A sequence
s is in Q-Spec(Spec), if it is a prefix of some sequence s′ , and there exists sequence s′′ ∈ Spec, such
that for each d in domain of Q, distance(s′ |d , s′′ |d ) 6 Q(d). A history h is Q-quasi-linearizable with
respect to sequential specification Spec, if h is linearizable with respect to Q-Spec(Spec). A concurrent
data structure L is Q-quasi-linearizable with respect to sequential specification Spec, if each history in
history(JL, nKcs ) is.
In a preceding work [11] we have proved that it is undecidable whether a concurrent data structure is
quasi-linearizable with respect to a regular sequential specification for a finite number of processes (even
so for only one process), as shown by the following lemma.
Lemma 2 (Undecidability of quasi-linearizability [11]). Given a concurrent data structure L, a quasilinearizabilization factor Q and a regular sequential specification Spec, the problem of whether L is
Q-quasi-linearizable with respect to Spec for n processes is undecidable.

3

Definitions of k-linearizability and regular-relaxed linearizability

In this section we introduce the definitions of k-linearizability and regular-relaxed linearizability. Similar
to quasi-linearizability, they are also quantitatively relaxed variants of linearizability. However, they relax
sequential specification in a “semantical” way [7], where the sequential specification should be identified
as an LTS and then the cost of each transition of the LTS can be determined.
3.1

Definition of k-linearizability

k-linearizability [7] is a quantitatively relaxed variant of linearizability. It relaxes the sequential specification in a quantitative way and relates the concurrent data structure and relaxed specifications with the
standard notion of linearizability.
Roughly speaking, the relaxation process contains three steps. First, the sequential specification is
identified with a particular LTS whose states are sets of sequences with indistinguishable future behavior.
Then, we specify costs of operations and traces of this LTS. Finally, the relaxed specification is the set
of traces with certain costs. An operation has cost r, if it has distance r from a corresponding “normal”
operation, such as dequeuing an element from a queue that is r elements away from the head of the
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queue. A trace has cost r, if it has distance r from a corresponding “normal” operation sequence, such
as a trace where each of its operation has cost less or equal than r.
Given a sequential specification Spec, the detailed relaxation process of k-linearizability in [7] for
Spec is shown as follows. First, we need to identify Spec with a particular LTS LTS(Spec). A relation
≡Spec is constructed as follows: Given two sequences seq1 , seq2 of operations, seq1 ≡Spec seq2 , if for each
sequence seq3 of operations, seq1 · seq3 ∈ Spec if and only if seq2 · seq3 ∈ Spec. It is obvious that ≡Spec
is an equivalence relation, and let [seq]Spec be the equivalent class of seq with respect to ≡Spec . An LTS
LTS(Spec) = (Q, Σ, →, q0 ) is constructed to identify Spec, where (1) each state is an equivalent class of
m(a,b)

≡Spec , (2) each transition label is an operation, (3) →= {[t]Spec −→ [t · m(a, b)]Spec | t · m(a, b) ∈ Spec}
is the transition relation and (4) q0 = [ǫ] is the initial state.
Then, we construct the LTS QLTS(Spec) = (Q, Σ, Q×Σ×Q, q0 , C, f ), which makes transitions between
all the pairs of the states of LTS(Spec) with all the operations as labels, and use a transition cost function
f : Q × Σ × Q → C to determine the cost of each transition. Herein, C is a well-ordered cost domain with
0 the minimum, and f maps only the transitions of LTS(Spec) to 0. QLTS(Spec) is called a quantitative
sequential specification.
A quantitative sequence is a sequence (o1 , r1 ) · . . . · (cl , rl ), where oi is an operation and ri ∈ C is its
cost. Let qtr(Spec) denote the set of the quantitative sequences of Spec in QLTS(Spec), i.e., qtr(Spec) =
{(o, r1 ) · . . . · (ol , rl )|o1 · . . . · ol ∈ Spec, (o1 , r1 ) · . . . · (cl , rl ) is a trace of QLTS(Spec)}. A path cost function
g : qtr(Spec) → C is then used to determine the cost of each quantitative sequence. Herein, g is required
to satisfy that, for any sequences s1 and s2 , if s1 is a prefix of s2 , then g(s1 ) 6 g(s2 ).
At last, a relaxed specification Speck of k-linearizability, called k-relaxed specification, is obtained by
choosing the sequences with costs no greater than k for k ∈ C. Given sequence s = o1 · . . . · ol ∈ Spec,
let qtr(s) = {(o1 , r1 ) · . . . · (ol , rl ) ∈ qtr(Spec)} represent the set of all the quantitative sequences for s.
Then, an operation sequence s is in the k-relaxed specification Speck , if min{g(τ )|τ ∈ qtr(s)} 6 k, or, in
other words, some quantitative sequence of s has cost no greater than k.
3.2

Definition of regular-relaxed linearizability

Recently, we propose a quantitative relaxed variant of linearizability called Linearizability with regularrelaxed specification [8], or shortened as regular-relaxed linearizability. It is also a quantitatively relaxed
variant of linearizability. It relaxes the sequential specification in a quantitative way and relates the
concurrent data structure and relaxed specifications with the standard notion of linearizability. It is
essentially a subset of k-linearizability, and it intends to balance the expressiveness of k-linearizability
with the complexity in verifying the correctness of relaxed data structures.
Regular-relaxed linearizability uses finite automata (called specification automata) to represent relaxation strategies. We identify a set of input methods that takes one input argument, such as the typical
enq method of queue and push method of stack. Let Minp ⊆ M be the set of input methods in M and
Moth = M − Minp . Given k ∈ N, let Nat, E(k), N (k), LE(k) and G(k) represent predicate “is a natural
number”, “equal to k”, “not equal to k”, “less than or equal to k” and “greater than k”, respectively.
p
p-v
p-n
Let Minp
, Moth
and Moth
represent the predicate that identifies Minp operations, Moth operations that
return values and Moth operations that return null, respectively. Then, a specification automaton is a
finite automaton A = (QA , FA , ΣA , →A , qinit ), where
- QA is the finite set of states; qinit ∈ QA is the initial state, and FA = QA is the set of final states.
- ΣA is a finite set of transition labels, each of which is represented as a pair (po, pc) of predicates. po ∈
p
p-v
p-n
{Minp
, Moth
, Moth
} is used to select certain operations; while pc ∈ {Nat, N (0), E(0)} ∪ {LE(i), LE(i) ∧
N (0), G(i)|i ∈ N} is used to select certain costs.
- →A ⊆ QA × ΣA × QA is the transition relation.
Roughly speaking, the relaxation of regular-relaxed linearizability contains two steps. First, we identified sequential specification as an LTS and determine costs of each operations of the LTS, resulting in
a quantitative sequential specification. Then, we generate the relaxed specification by filtering the LTS
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with the specification automaton. Given a sequential specification Spec, the detailed relaxation process
of regular-relaxed linearizability in [8] for Spec is shown below.
First, we identify Spec with a particular LTS LTSr (Spec) = (Q, Σ, →, q0 ), and the only requirement
to LTSr (Spec) is that the set of its traces must be Spec. Let ∞ be a special number that is greater than
any natural number. Similarly as [7], we generate a quantitative sequential specification QLTSr (Spec) =
(Q, Σ, Q × Σ × Q, q0, N ∪ {∞}, f ) from LTSr (Spec). Here f determines cost of operations, and the domain
of cost is fixed to N ∪ {∞}.
Then, the relaxed specifications SpecA of regular-relaxed linearizability is obtained by filtering the
traces of QLTSr (Spec) with specification automaton A: an operation sequence s = o1 · . . . · ol is in SpecA ,
(po ,pc )

(po ,pc )

1
l
if there exist costs r1 , . . . , rl ∈ N, states q1 , . . . , ql+1 and transitions q1 −−−1−−−
→A q2 , . . . , ql −−−l−−→
A ql+1
of A, such that s is a trace of QLTSr (Spec), q1 ≡ qinit , and for each 1 6 i 6 l, oi satisfies poi , ri satisfies
pci .

4

Undecidability of k-linearizability

Essentially, quasi-linearizability uses quasi-linearization factors to characterize its relaxation strategies
(which relax sequential specifications through permutation), while k-linearizability semantically identifies
a sequential specification as an LTS and uses path cost functions to characterize its relaxation strategies.
In this section we prove that a relaxed specification of quasi-linearizability is also a relaxed specification
of k-linearizability. Then, as shown below, the undecidability result of k-linearizability follows directly
from that of quasi-linearizability in Lemma 2. This result implies that k-linearizability is more expressive
than quasi-linearizability in their relaxation capabilities.
Let Op(M, D) = {m(a, b)|m ∈ M, a, b ∈ D} be the set of operations with method names in M and
data domain D.
Theorem 1 (Undecidability of k-linearizability). Given a concurrent data structure L, a regular sequential specification Spec and an element k of a well-ordered cost domain, the problem of whether L is
k-linearizable with respect to Spec for n processes is undecidable.
Proof. Given sequential specification Spec ⊆ Op(M, D)∗ and a quasi-linearization factor Q, let us show
how to use the relaxation process of k-linearizability to generate Q-Spec(Spec).
Let sequential specification Specemp = ∅. The LTS for identifying Specemp is ({q0 }, Op(M, D), ∅, q0 ),
which contains only one state q0 = [ǫ] and no transition. Then, we construction quantitative sequential
specification QLTS(Specemp ) as follows:
- We construct a well-ordered cost domain C ′ = Op(M, D) ∪ {0, 1}. Since M and D are both finite,
there must be total order <M and <D for them, respectively. A order <C ′ for elements in C ′ is defined as
follows: (1) m1 (a1 , b1 ) <C ′ m2 (a2 , b2 ), if either m1 <M m2 , or m1 = m2 ∧ a1 <D a2 , or m1 = m2 ∧ a1 =
a2 ∧ b1 <D b2 , (2) for each m ∈ M and a, b ∈ D, 0 <C ′ 1 <C ′ m(a, b).
- QLTS(Specemp) = ({q0 }, Op(M, D), {q0 } × Op(M, D) × {q0 }, q0 , C ′ , f ′ ), where transition cost function f ′ : {q0 } × Op(M, D) × {q0 } → C ′ maps transition (q0 , m(a, b), q0 ) to m(a, b) for each operation
m(a, b).
Then, we determine costs of traces by path cost function g′ : qtr(Specemp ) → C ′ as follows: Given a
sequence s = (o1 , o1 )·. . .·(ol , ol ), g ′ maps s to 0, if there exists a sequence s1 ∈ Op(M, D)∗ and a sequence
s2 ∈ Spec, such that o1 · . . . · ol is a prefix of s1 , and for each d in domain of Q, distance(s1 |d , s2 |d ) 6 Q(d).
Otherwise, g ′ maps s to 1.
It is obvious that g ′ maps (o1 , o1 ) · . . . · (ol , ol ) to 0, if and only if o1 · . . . · ol ∈ Q-Spec(Spec). According to definition of quasi-linearizability and k-linearizability, it is easy to see that the 0-relaxed
specification Specemp0 is equivalent to the the Q-quasi-sequential specification Q-Spec(Spec). Therefore,
we reduce the problem of whether a concurrent data structure is quasi-linearizable with respect to regular
specification into the problem of whether a concurrent data structure is k-linearizable with respect to
regular specification. The undecidability of k-linearizability is then obvious from the undecidability of
quasi-linearizabilility in Lemma 2.
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In [11], we reduce the k-Z decision problem of a counter machine [9], a known undecidable problem,
into a quasi-linearizability problem. Then, by Theorem 1, it can be seen that the k-Z decision problem
of a counter machine can also be reduced into a k-linearizability problem.

5

Decidability of regular-relaxed linearizability

The undecidability of k-linearizability is due to less restriction on cost functions (or relaxation strategies).
In contrast, relaxation strategies of regular-relaxed linearizability are simple and regular. For example,
a specification automaton can only relax specemp into a regular relaxed specification. Hence, there is no
specification automaton that can act as path cost function g ′ in the proof of Theorem 1.
Let |S| be the number of elements of a set S. The following lemma shows that if the set of traces
of QLTSr (Spec) is regular, then the regular-relaxed specification SpecA is regular, and the number of
its states is exponential to the number of states of A and polynomial to that of QLTSr (Spec) and the
number of operations.
Lemma 3. If the set of traces of QLTSr (Spec) is regular, then the regular-relaxed specification SpecA
is regular, and can be represented by a deterministic finite state automaton which has at most g × 2h
states and g 2 × 22h × |Op(M, D)| transitions, where g and h are the number of states of QLTSr (Spec)
and A, respectively.
Proof. Assume that QLTSr (Spec) = (QS , Σ, QS × Σ × QS , qs0 , N ∪ {∞}, f ) and A = (QA , FA , ΣA , →A ,
qA0 ). Since set of traces of QLTSr (Spec) is regular, the domain of cost is finite and let it be Cfin . We
prove this lemma by constructing a deterministic finite automaton Aut that accepts SpecA . Aut =
(Q, F, qin , Σ, →) and is constructed by subsect construction as follows:
- Q is the finite set of states. Each state q ∈ Q is a tuple of a subset of QA and a state in QS . F = Q
is the set of accepting states. qin = ({qA0 }, qs0 ) is the initial state.
- Σ = Op(M, D) is the finite set of transition labels of Aut.
- →⊂ Q × Σ × Q is the transition relation. For state ({q1A , . . . , quA }, q s ) ∈ Q and transition label
m(a, b) ∈ Op(M, D), ({q1′A , . . . , qv′A }, q ′s ) is a successor from ({q1A , . . . , quA }, q s ) with an m(a, b) transition,
if the following three conditions hold.
(m(a,b),r)

(1) There exists a cost r ∈ Cfin , such that q s −−−−−−→ q ′s be a transition of QLTSr (Spec).
(po,pc)

(2) For each 1 6 i 6 u, if there exists state q ′ , predicates po and pc, such that qiA −−−−→A q ′ is a
transition in A, m(a, b) satisfies po and r satisfies pc, then q ′ = qj′A for some 1 6 j 6 v.
(po,pc)

(3) For each 1 6 j 6 v, if there exists state q, predicates po and pc, such that q −−−−→A qj′A is a
transition in A, m(a, b) satisfies po and r satisfies pc, then q = qiA for some 1 6 i 6 u.
We now prove that the language of Aut is a subset of SpecA . For a sequence s = o1 ·. . .·ol in language of
o1
ol
Aut, there exist consecutive transitions p1 −→
→A pl+1 of Aut with p1 = ({qA0 }, qs0 ). Assume
A p2 , . . . , pl −
i
i
i
that for each i, pi = ((q1 , . . . , qui ), qs ). According to the construction of Aut, there exist costs r1 , . . . , rl ∈
(oi ,ri )

′l+1
′1
′i
Cfin and states qind
, . . . , qind
of A, such that for each i, (1) qind
∈ {q1i , . . . , qui i }, (2) qsi −−−−→ qsi+1
1
i
l+1
(po ,pc )

i
i
′i+1
′i
is a transition of QLTSr (Spec), (3) there exist predicates poi and pci , such that qind
−−−−
−−
→A qind
i
i+1
′1
1
is a transition in A, oi satisfies poi and ri satisfies pci . Note that qind1 = qA0 and qs = qs0 . Therefore,
s ∈ SpecA .
We then prove that SpecA is a subset of the language of Aut. For a sequence s = o1 ·. . .·ol ∈ SpecA , since
l+1
1
s ∈ SpecA , there exist costs r1 , . . . , rl ∈ Cfin , states qs1 , . . . , qsl+1 of QLTSr (Spec) and states qA
, . . . , qA

(o1 ,r1 )

(o2 ,r2 )

(ol ,ol )

of A such that qs1 −−−−→A qs2 −−−−→A · · · qsl −−−−→A qsl+1 is a path of QLTSr (Spec), and there exist
(po ,pc )

(po ,pc )

1
l
l+1
1
2
1
consecutive transitions qA
−−−1−−−
→A qA
, . . . , ql −−−l−−→
A qA of A from the initial state qA0 ≡ qA , such
that for each 1 6 i 6 l, oi satisfies poi , ri satisfies pci . Then, it is easy to see that there exists transitions
ol
o1
i
(S1 , qs1 ) −→
(S2 , qs2 ), . . . , (Sl , qsl ) −→
(Sl+1 , qsl+1 ) of Aut, and for each 1 6 i 6 l + 1, qA
∈ Si . Therefore, s
is in the language of Aut.
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We have proved that Aut accepts SpecA , and Aut contains at most g × 2h states and g 2 × 22h ×
|Op(M, D)| transitions. This completes the proof of this lemma.
Based on Lemmas 1 and 3, it is obvious that the problem of regular-relaxed linearizability is decidable
to concurrent data structure, when the set of traces of QLTSr (Spec) is regular and the number of processes
is bounded, as shown by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Decidability of regular-relaxed linearizability). Given a concurrent data structure L, a
specification automaton A and QLTSr (Spec), whose set of traces is regular, the problem of whether L is
regular-relaxed linearizable with respect to Spec for n processes is decidable.
In [8], we construct specification automata for relaxation strategies of typical relaxed queues and stacks.
These specification automata has the following two features:
- The transition is “deterministic”. That is, for each state q of specification automaton, each operation
(po,pc)

m(a, b) and each cost r, there is at most one transitions q −−−−→A q ′ in specification automaton, such
that m(a, b) satisfies po and r satisfies pc.
- For each transition label (po, pc) of specification automaton, the predicates pc and pc can be decided
in constant O(1) time.
From the proof of Lemma 3, it is easy to see that such specification automaton SpecA can be represented
by a deterministic finite state automaton Aut, and the number of states of QA in each state of Aut is
always 1. Therefore, such Aut contains less states and transitions, and can be generated in bounded time.
That is, Aut has at most g × h states and g 2 × h2 × |Op(M, D)| transitions, and can be constructed
in O(g 2 × h2 × |Op(M, D)|) time. Here g and h are the number of states of QLTSr (Spec) and A,
respectively. In this way, we reduce a regular-relaxed linearizability problem into a linearizability problem,
while checking linearizability with respect to a regular sequential specification has been proved to be
EXPSPACE-complete [17].

6

Conclusion and future work

Many relaxed data structures have been developed for the sake of performance and scalability. Quasilinearizability, k-linearizability and regular-relaxed linearizability are quantitative relaxation variants of
linearizability, which relax sequential specifications in a quantitative way. Relaxations by these variants
can cover typical relaxed data structures, but inevitably raise their complexity for verification.
We have proven that both quasi-linearizability and k-linearizability are undecidable for a bounded
number of processes. This reveals that these two variants of linearizability permit relaxations that are
too complex to be verified. In contrast, we have proven that regular-relaxed linearizability is decidable
for a bounded number of process. Hence, it can indeed balance the expressiveness of a relaxation with
the complexity in verifying the correctness of a relaxed data structure. Therefore, regular-relaxed linearizability is more suitable for verification. Moreover, we have shown that the number of the states of a
relaxed specification is exponential to the number of the states of the underlying specification automaton,
but polynomial to the number of the states of the underlying quantitative sequential specification and
the number of operations. However, for typical relaxed queues and stacks, the number of the states of a
relaxed specification is polynomial to the number of the states of the underlying quantitative sequential
specification and specification automaton and to the number of operations. Therefore, the verification of
typical relaxed data structures can be effectively handled in practice.
It is interesting, as future work, to develop effective tools for verifying regular-relaxed linearizability,
as in [18, 19]. We would also like to study how to use static analysis techniques, such as [20–22], to verify
regular-relaxed linearizability with a unbounded number of memory locations and within a unbounded
data domain.
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